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Foreword

So, Easter is over and the lockdown has been extended. Altus has taken stock of where we are in 
the COVID-19 pandemic crisis, how Platforms have adapted so far, and what we feel they need to 
do for the longer term. Making detailed predictions is perhaps unwise at this point, but we are 
already identifying clear themes and imperatives for Platform businesses.

• Return to (new) normal will be slow and phased – it’s clear from other countries’ plans that 
the re-opening of the economy will take time, and will only happen gradually. Large offices are 
likely to be among the last to re-open and we believe many platforms may have to work 
remotely to some degree at least until October.

• COVID-19 burden will persist – although the lockdown has had some success in slowing the 
transmission of COVID-19, it is still spreading. Platforms will need to prepare for key staff 
falling ill or caring for members of their family, whilst at the same time maintaining a good 
level of customer service.

• Financial volatility will remain – there will be unexpected twists and turns in defeating 
COVID-19 across the global supply chain, and markets are likely to react with great volatility to 
some of these. Platforms will need to cope with the implications of this and the demands 
customers will make of them as a result; and all this before the US Presidential Election...

• Regulatory scrutiny will remain – although the FCA has dialled back some activity in the short 
term, platforms should expect full scrutiny to resume soon. The regulator will certainly expect 
all BAU operations to be robust long before pre-COVID-19 working practices and conditions 
can be restored.
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Introduction

Impact of COVID-19 on Platform Businesses

Many platforms have been impressively swift and proactive in their responses to COVID-19 and the national lockdown. In this document, Altus has
aimed to capture and visualise the key impacts against our Platform Reference Model, which summarises the building blocks of a platform business
independent of the people, processes and technology used to deliver them.

Platforms have taken critical short-term actions to ensure business continuity and support customers through significant market turmoil, however, the
return to normality will be a slow, phased process. The Government will no doubt prioritise the return of parts of the economy which cannot operate
remotely ahead of re-opening larger offices, and it is likely such offices will have to remain shut for six months or more. Platforms therefore face the
challenge of sustaining efficiency levels remotely for some time and should use this period to enhance their operation for the longer term – those who
stand still may be left behind and risk their customers (advisers or their clients) migrating to competitors who have better adapted to the situation.

It is certainly the case that activities adopted due to COVID-19 have coincidentally offered a more mature level of capability and will become the new
standard, although Advised platforms are likely to find this harder to achieve than their Direct to Consumer counterparts. A key example is the adoption
of digital communication and authority, back end processes that ‘just happen’ and the potential for widespread remote working reducing or even
eliminating the need for large office space, potentially reducing fixed costs.

The impact of COVID-19 has been felt across the Platform Model:

• Platforms using AuA-based “Bps” charges seeing a significant decrease in revenue
from a falling market and less interest on client money due to base rate reduction.
Platforms need to improve efficiency quickly to offset this impact on income.

• Platforms having to support customers and advisers throughout market turbulence –
many customers may become suddenly vulnerable, e.g. due to being furloughed.

• Lockdown-based working from home has been invoked, and this may be the new
normal for a prolonged period. Businesses will need to adapt quickly and should be
able to improve on their normal efficiency levels – those that do this successfully will
be best placed to operate leaner and more flexibly in the future.

• Remote working of advisers is forcing platforms to replace paper and wet signatures.
Emergency measures will need to be formalised – potentially improving long-term
efficiency.

• Change priorities have been up-ended, with some key regulatory changes delayed.
Platforms should make use of this pause to automate manual processes, improve
support for home-working and remove paper from the operation.

Altus Platform Reference Model (first two levels)
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An engineered framework of the logical capabilities of a Platform business 
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Customer Management
The administration and management of individual customers

• Low volume exceptional activities that have historically been
reliant on paper will become more difficult to process. Many of
these relate to vulnerable customers (e.g. divorce, death)
platforms need to take significant care to ensure they are able to
perform these considerately and efficiently whilst working
remotely – requirement for sight of original documents should be
considered carefully.

• There is a real opportunity to demonstrate excellent service,
managing individual customer situations with empathy and
integrity, particularly where customers are suddenly vulnerable.

• Consumers understand these are unprecedented times, however,
patience won’t last long. Platforms that have been able to
transition to remote working with almost no break in service, in
contrast to others still unable to answer the phones after some
weeks, will gain customer and adviser loyalty for the longer term.

• Advised platforms should be signing up new customers and
performing required KYC and AML checks online or via online
submission of documentation, taking note of the Money
Laundering Regulation and Joint Money Laundering Steering Group
guidance on carrying out client identity verification remotely.

Activities to consider
☞ Signposting customers & advisers to appropriate

online engagement channels for their needs (e.g.
webchat, secure messaging) will ease the pressure on
contact centre operations. Consideration required to
ensure that the digital channels are set up to provide a
consistent service.

☞ Produce clear guidelines for customer engagement,
including consistent messaging and tone of voice for
all staff.

☞ Produce proactive customer communications, with
clear messages for customers to set accurate
expectations of service levels.

☞ Enable and empower staff to demonstrate excellent
service for each and every customer. Be aware of
increase in customer vulnerability caused by COVID-
19 and potential increased frequency of beneficiary
changes and death registrations.

☞ Closely monitor customer feedback metrics (e.g. NPS)
and be prepared to implement necessary process
enhancements to mitigate issues.

☞ Implement remote identity verification practices (e.g.
client videos, PDFs by secure email) to streamline
process whilst protecting against fraud. Look to firms
such as the challenger banks for examples of ‘pure-
digital’ approach to customer sign-up and servicing.
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Account Administration
Administration and management of wrap accounts 

Activities to consider
☞ Take a pragmatic approach to client

authority, e.g. allow forms to be
submitted via secure messaging. Longer
term, look to fully remove paper from
the operation.

☞ Prioritise commitment to digitising
contributions and withdrawals,
including digitisation of cheques.

☞ Ensure pension PAYE and event
reporting is automated to cope with
increased activity levels, including
amount / frequency variation and ad-
hoc payments. Consider how you can
provide advisers and clients with “what
if?” view of impact of any changes and
automate “why did I pay that much
tax?” type queries.

☞ FCA flexibility on MiFID II 10% drop
warnings for discretionary portfolios
buys some time, but those that
struggled in March must consider how
to handle these better, and whether
portfolio data linkages are sufficient.

☞ Rapidly digitise transfers. Ensuring bank
details are on TISA’s free ISA manager
directory, and implementing TeX
standard transfers will remove manual
effort and paperwork.
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• An increase in operational pressures may affect the
ability to meet service levels – advisers are
continuing to write significant levels of business at
distance.

• Challenges are particularly evident where cheques
play a significant part in the business, a lack of
straight through processing and little or no digital
self-serve capabilities.

• The first CTF and JISA maturities are due this Autumn
and we may see changes in pensions activity as a
result of both market volatility and changes in
personal circumstances.

• An increased mortality rate will see greater demand
for APS and SIPP inheritance events.

• Expect an increase in alterations to drawdown plans
as a result of both market volatility and changes in
personal circumstances.

• Market falls have resulted in multiple MiFID II 10%
drop notifications being issued to clients.
Supervisory flexibility announced until end of
September to reduce potential detrimental impact of
these.

• Platforms must 
ensure any requests 
are processed 
quickly and 
effectively if they are 
to meet customer 
and regulator 
expectations. 
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Asset Administration
The holding and trading of client investments

• Vast majority of standard assets traded through STP (e.g. EMX,
Calastone, stock market RSPs etc.) with minimal impact, however,
lean operational teams will suffer more with staff illness/absence.

• Advised platforms offering more complex investment options
(structured products, fixed-term deposits, specialist investments
etc.) have seen more difficulties, as few are traded electronically.

• Market fluctuations likely to trigger price out-of-tolerance warnings
on automated contract notes.

Activities to consider
☞ Provide sufficient resource

and equipment to support
CASS and best execution
obligations.

☞ All CASS breaches must
continue to be recorded and
handled as such.

☞ Ensure processes and
secondary data sources in
place to handle unexpected
prices to prevent dealing
errors from requiring manual
rectification.

☞ Ensure that customer and
adviser-facing user interfaces
correctly handle suspended
assets (e.g. prevent trading,
indication of stale price);
that appropriate customer
messaging is in place; and
that MI on impact of
suspensions is available.
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• Volatility causing increase in structured product “kick-outs”.
• Cancellation of declared dividends needs to be handled, although

dividend volumes may be lower for a period going forward.
• Several property funds have been suspended; further volatility or

economic upheaval may see other less liquid fund types (e.g. bonds)
suffer liquidity-related suspension. Ad-hoc processes and messaging
techniques (e.g. web banners) unlikely to suffice.

• Increase in trading and transfer volumes observed with impact on
connected activity such as reconciliations given market volatility.

• Remote working with limited equipment impacting efficiency of
teams dealing with large volume of data and communicating with
disparate operational teams.
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Proposition and Distribution Management
The development of the proposition and its distribution via a variety of channels

• New business flows steady but impact 
may be masked by tax year end 
activity. 

• Risk of losing advisers if unable to 
support new working model in the 
mid-to-long term.

Activities to consider
☞ Maximise and strengthen relationships focusing on

non-sales retention activity to develop a more personal
relationship with longer-term benefit.

☞ Develop clear proactive guidance and regular
communication about the impact of COVID-19 on
processes and service levels.

☞ Encourage two-way communication, understanding
the impact on the adviser business and refine sales
messaging on how the platform can support them.

☞ Review options to support customers should they be
orphaned if their adviser became ill, or worse.
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• Adviser relationships jeopardised where platforms are unable
to support advisers' normal activity, e.g. due to reduction in
call centre performance or requirement for wet signatures.

• Shifting focus of promotional activity 
and messaging to ensure sensitivity 
and value based on conditions.

Activities to consider
☞ Assess delays to regulatory changes (e.g. investment

pathways, share class conversions) and impact on
resource plans.

☞ Progression of projects to deliver digital
communication and engagement tools, formalise
approach to digital signatures and transition existing
paper-based clients to digital authorities.

☞ Innovate product offering and delivery partners to
enable greater automation, e.g. FinTech savings
account aggregators for Fixed Term Cash.

☞ Ensure existing product flexibility, e.g. flexi-access
drawdown and flexible ISA to support variable income
patterns as the economy adjusts to COVID-19.

☞ Explore new product ranges offering income
guarantees and protection as consumers seek to
weather turbulent economic adjustments.

• Platform T&Cs may not deliver good 
customer outcomes in current 
environment.

• Smaller or Single
Adviser Firms may
become
incapacitated with
the virus when
clients need action
/ support.

• Pressure on proposition to quickly 
react and adapt to the ‘new normal’ by 
establishing and embedding remote 
and digital engagement with advisers 
and clients who have traditionally 
favoured paper and face-to-face.

• Understanding the “Post-COVID-19” 
consumer - investors may have 
increased demand for certainty & 
guarantees.
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Organisation Support
Functions that support the running and organisation of the business

Activities to consider
❑ Moving workforce from “emergency” remote working to

settled state of affairs for the medium term. Ensure they have
sufficient resources (e.g. second screens, better internet
connections) and IT architecture (e.g. genuine cloud
applications rather than Citrix-style access to office desktop) to
be fully productive.

❑ Review IT security and scalability to ensure appropriateness
for new ways of working. Is Mobile Device Management in use
across all devices used for remote working?

❑ Remote workforce requires careful consideration of mental
and occupational health (e.g. ensuring sufficient breaks;
workplace ergonomics).

❑ Employees with additional needs or dependencies should be
given flexible arrangements and support. Flexibility may also
provide better support to advisers working abnormal hours.

❑ Engage employees – ensure regular touchpoints, increase use
of social channels and opportunities for employees to interact,
and to ensure support networks operate.

❑ Platforms without workflow automation should consider rapid
stand-up of cloud-based “ticketing” system to co-ordinate
work between staff working remotely and allow basic
monitoring of progress.

❑ Engage suppliers of packaged solutions able to quickly digitise
key operational tasks; ensure they have a track record of
standing up solutions quickly and managing them effectively.

❑ Consider multi-skilling of employees – qualifying change and
back office staff to perform customer-facing roles can ease
resourcing and provide crucial insight into real customers.

• An increase in unpredictable staff absence 
through self-isolation, being unwell, or providing 
support to dependents.

• Government furlough scheme available to support 
staff not needed (e.g. to manage offices), but its 
design makes it unsuitable for staff who may be 
needed to support peak workloads.
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• Temporary lack of call recording is not sustainable 
in medium term. Dealing desks and other higher-
risk offerings require it to offer any phone service.

• Building services will have been impacted as there 
will, at best, be a skeleton staff on site. Many 
offices closed, however security will be essential 
and could impact insurance arrangements.

• All staff (front-line and back office) working 
remotely. Communication and other technologies 
have seen massive increases in use.

• Services reliant on office-based servers may suffer 
due to insufficient bandwidth.

• Licensing issues where Office applications are tied 
to desktop computers in the office; newer 
subscription-based licensing allows full remote 
use.
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Business & Financial Management
The management and control of the business and the handling and accounting of company money 

Activities to consider
❑ Update financial models in view of

current scenario and protracted return
to normal. Incorporate up-to-date data
on wider economic impacts.

❑ Perform stress tests of the company’s
financial position, using the maximum
possible and probable impact of
COVID-19. The focus here will be on
the ability to continue to meet capital
requirements.

❑ Review plans for dividends and
variable remuneration.
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• Bear Market and reduction in interest
rates reduces AuA-based fee income
and interest earned on client money –
significant revenue reduction.

• Financial modelling and predictions
will need to be updated, and the
existing models, scenario analysis and
toolsets may not be sufficient to do
this.

• Platform cash flow relatively stable
with most using monthly or quarterly
fee deductions.

• Operational planning challenged by increased
volumes of trading, transfers, income & drawdown
changes, valuations queries, beneficiary updates and
deaths.

• Emergency changes to remove paper processing.

• Pressure on contact centre and operational resource
management, particularly for short & medium term,
due to significant increase in demand and likely
reduction in capacity.

• Reduction in change activity with strategic initiatives 
de-prioritised, and key regulatory changes delayed.

• Focus on pro-active reassurance to customers, 
advisers, and staff and timely updates on changes to 
service levels or proposition availability.

Activities to consider
❑ Ensure safe delivery of in-flight high priority mandatory changes. Consider how change

that is no longer priority can be best closed-down to allow rapid restart in future.

❑ Prioritise changes to enable all key operations to be completed online. Contact centre
changes (e.g. use of online chat, home-based call centre & recording technology) should
be considered, with a view to more flexible and cost-effective post-pandemic operations.

❑ Review Business Continuity plans to cope with future setbacks during the recovery
phase. Should plans still be built around a business continuity site? Plan for “return to
(new) normal” – phased return to offices with strict social distancing (no hot desking!).

❑ Review risk and compliance policies in light of rapid evolution in working methods. Risks
of new ways of working need to be identified and either mitigated or avoided.
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Conclusions

With the UK economy unlikely to return to normal for many months, platforms should plan for
remote working to become the new norm. Whilst most platforms have overcome the immediate
practical challenges, we now see an opportunity for more progressive firms to differentiate
themselves by investing in five key areas:
1. Despite their bold STP claims, many platform processes still involve paper and manual steps

that need to be eliminated. Electronic signatures and KYC checks, digital payments and
secure email should all be embraced.

2. Advisers and their clients are increasingly accustomed to 24hr, instant servicing from other
sectors and will expect this from their investment platform too. Flexing resource levels
quickly and efficiently will become ever more important as demand dictates.

3. Advised platforms will need to add more functionality for end clients, either to be used with
their adviser or, in the worst case, without them.

4. With stock markets likely to remain volatile, there will be significant demand for guaranteed
or protected investment and income products. Platforms should explore new ways to deliver
such products to their clients.

5. Volatile markets impact platform revenues too, thanks to dominant ad valorem charging.
Successful platforms will find a way to transition from this approach to a more stable model.
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